Security Levels in AEOS
Respond to incidents with
one click

Take the right action, immediately
In an emergency, a quick response can make a huge
difference. But time is often wasted opening or locking
doors manually or withdrawing the access rights of
individual people. On the other hand, some responses
to emergencies can be excessive. If an incident only
affects a specific area or group of people, for example,
it’s inconvenient if your only available quick response is
to block everyone.

With AEOS Security Levels, you can quickly switch
to a different access mode or security level. So you
can keep full control of access to your buildings and
grounds during an incident, without disrupting the
entire business.
Security Levels is ideal for:
• Large companies operating in several locations,
regions or countries.
• Organisations with large and complex employee and
visitor flows.
• Businesses that need extra security because of the
hazardous or valuable commodities they deal with.
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‘Be prepared for every security

‘Being able to respond quickly in

situation thrown at you’

an emergency can save lives’

Define scenarios in advance

Special opening hours

If you define scenarios with different authorisation
needs in advance, it then only takes a couple of
seconds to switch to the right security level for the
threat you face. You can even add verification, Anti
Passback or a headcount to certain access points. And
you can create an unlimited number of scenarios, so
you can define the right response for each possible
incident.

Say, for example, your building is usually closed on
Sundays but you open on two Sundays each year. You
could manually adjust your standard time templates for
these two occasions. With AEOS Security
Levels, however, you can easily switch to a scenario
that you’ve created for this situation. Your ‘open
Sunday’ scenario will define the access points and the
people who have access during these special opening
hours.

Emergency situations
If there’s an incident that means the building must
be evacuated, you can change your access control
settings instantly with AEOS Security Levels. Select
an evacuation security level that you’ve defined
previously, and employees will only be allowed to
leave, not enter, the building. This does not apply to
emergency response teams though – you can set AEOS
so they’re allowed full access at all times. While you’re
activating your selected security level, AEOS can be
automatically printing a list of people present.

When there’s a strike

When you want to empty the car park
You can also use AEOS Security Levels if you need to
empty your car park. It allows you to easily adjust the
settings so cars can only leave the car park and not
enter it.

Extra peace of mind in stressful situations
With AEOS Security Levels, you stay in control of who
enters your grounds and buildings, at all times. It gives
you less to think about in situations where you have
lots to do and have to take action quickly.

During a labour strike, you might only want higher
management and your security team to access certain
areas of the building and grounds. Using AEOS Security
Levels, you can easily define a scenario that gives
special access rights to specific people and blocks off
certain areas to everyone else.

During a riot
If there’s a violent demonstration nearby, you can use
AEOS Security Levels to respond quickly and seal off
the perimeter of your grounds.
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